
ABARTH  AÉROSPATIALE  AIRBUS  
ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER  ALFA 

ROMEO  ANSSEMS  AQUANAUT  ASIA  
ASTON MARTIN  AUDI  BAIC  BAVARIA  

BEECH  BELL  BENTLEY  BERKHOF  
BMW  BÖCKMANN  BOEING  

BOMBARDIER  BORGWARD  BOVA  
BUGATTI  BÜRSTNER  CADILLAC  

CAETANO  CARVER  CESSNA  
CHEVROLET  CHRISTIANIA BIKES  

CHRYSLER  CITROËN  CONTEST  
CRANCHI  CUPRA  DACIA  DAEWOO  

DAF  DAIHATSU  DE SIMON   
DE TOMASO  DEHLER  DFSK  DMC  

DODGE  DR. SEGGER  DRÖGMÖLLER  
DS-AUTOMOBILES  DUCATI  E-Z-GO  

E.GO  EASYMILE  ECLIPSE  
EUROCOPTER  FAIRCHILD/DORNIER  

FELDBINDER  FERRARI  FIAT   
FISKER  FOKKER  FORD  FRANKIA  

FREIGHTLINER  GALLOPER  GEPEBUS  
GMC  GÖPPEL  HARLEY-DAVIDSON  

HESS  HEULIEZ  HOBBY  HONDA  
HUGHES  HUMBAUR  HUMMER  

HYMER  HYUNDAI  IMPULSE   
INFINITI  IRISBUS  ISUZU  IVECO  

JAGUAR  JEEP  KÄSSBOHRER  KIA  
KNAUS  KÖGEL  KRONE  KTM  

KUMPAN  LADA  LAMBORGHINI  
LANCIA  LAND ROVER  LANDWIND  

LARRY VS HARRY  LDV. LEVC  LEXUS  
LIGIER  LINCOLN  LOCAL MOTORS  
LOCKHEED  LOTUS  MAGNI GYRO  

MAN  MASERATI  MAYBACH  MAZDA   
MC DONNELL DOUGLAS  MCLAREN  
MEGA  MEILLER  MERCEDES-BENZ  

MG  MIA ELECTRIC  MINI  
MITSUBISHI  MULITCAR  NEOPLAN  

NISSAN  OPEL  PACIFIC  PEUGEOT  
PIAGGIO  PILATUS  PIPER   

PIPISTREL  PLYMOUTH  POLESTAR  
PONTIAC  PORSCHE  PROTON  

RENAULT  RIVA  ROBINSON  ROVER   
SAAB  SACHSENRING  SCANIA  

SCHEMPP-HIRTH  SCHMITZ  SEADOO  
SEAT  SETRA  SIPPEL  SKODA   

SMART  SOLARIS  SONO MOTORS  
SSANGYONG  STREETSCOOTER  

SUBARU  SUNSEEKER  SUZUKI  TATA  
TAZZARI  TEMSA  TESLA  TH!NK  
TOYOTA  VAN HOOL  VAUXHALL   

VELO  VOLKSWAGEN  VOLOCOPTER  
VOLVO  WERBEVELO  WM MEYER  

WORKCYCLES  YAMAHA

CAR-SPECIAL
CREATIV COLLECTION ®

CAR

Advantages at a glance: 

… with added value 
creativ collection CAR-SPECIAL®  
provides unsurpassed service.

CAR-SPECIAL-Cloud 
The optimal vehicle search facility  
for professional lettering. 

u Quick and convenient keyword search by manufacturer,  
model, body design, etc.  

u Practical filters to easily reduce the number of hits  
u Photo comparison as a visual aid to help you to select exactly  
u Scalable vehicle illustrations in five views and preview  

with just one click 
u All the important vehicle information at a glance, e.g. year  

of manufacture, series, body design, glazing, dimensions, etc. 

Updating service 
will always keep you up-to-date. 

To make sure that you can access the latest vehicle models quickly, our team is constantly 
checking out and drawing all the new models and variants. All the vehicles are available  
to download free of charge for our subscribers at car-special-cloud.de  

CAR-SIGNER® 
Create a layout online with just one click. 

Exclusively subscribers can create and present vehicle designs online: car-special-cloud.de  

3D presentation 
Present your designs professionally. 

You design your vehicles as usual, upload your design and present the finished  
design in 3D. You don't need any additional software. The simple, effective way  
to ensure professional 3D visualization: car-special-cloud.de  

Free hotline 
Personal, fast and competent. 

With the vast range of models and different equipment options, especially for delivery vans 
and vans, it's important to get a clear picture. Talk directly to the experts! Our staff will be 
happy to help you to choose the right vehicle and provide practical tips free of charge. 

Keep an eye on vinyl costs  
with the practical fast-measuring function. 

Before you even start the design work, you can find out what vinyls you need quickly and easily, 
check whether the vinyl strip fits the required area and what the likely material costs are.  

Over 1,200 CARDECO® elements 
for professional vehicle design. 

At car-special-cloud.de, there are over 1,200 decorative elements available to download  
free of charge, including decorative stripes, animals, flames, tribal designs and lots more.

 
ALL CURRENT VEHICLE MODELS  
FOR PROFESSIONAL LETTERING AND CAR WRAPPING

The new CAR-SPECIAL® 
Anniversary edition 27 - Edition 2021  
Compendium (900 S.) + Know-How (booklet full of ideas for practical design). 
2 DVDs (9,565 vehicles in five views with over 45,000 individual representations).  
Including the new CAR-SPECIAL-Cloud for vehicle search on the internet.

Very latest vehicle search on the internet 
The CAR-SPECIAL-Cloud is a completely new developed vehicle search facility  
with lots of new functions. 

All included: 
The latest passenger cars, delivery vans, trucks, lorries, mobile homes, buses and coaches,  
trams, trailers, containers, aircrafts, motorbikes, boats… 

A unique service 
Efficient and professional: the free updating service for subscribers  
and a free hotline during business hours. 

From now on 
you can design even more professionally, create a layout even faster and  
noticeably reduce your costs. This price/performance ratio cannot be beaten!

Advantages  
at a glanc: 

 
CAR-SPECIAL-Cloud 
New innovative search facility for  
professional vehicle drawings. 

Updating service 
will always keep you well updated. 

Suitable for all popular software
AI, EPS, CDR (CDR  also available in 1:1 
representation) for Mac and Win.  
DXF at your request. 

CAR-SIGNER® 
Exclusively subscribers can create and 
present vehicle designs online. 

3D presentation 
Present your designs professionally. 

Free hotline 
Personal, fast and competent. 

Keep an eye on vinyl costs 
with the fast-measuring function. 

Over 1,200 CARDECO® elements
for professional vehicle design. 

Only the best for the professionals.

NEW!

Copyright: Not for resale in commercial picture libraries, not to be used for any kind of illustration trading. No integration into software. No use for any products offered online.  
General conditions and licence agreement see at www.ccvision.de/en, or if needed by fax or mail.

Test and order:  
 vikiallo.car-special-cloud.de

vikiallo aps  •  Albuen 68  •  DK-6000 Kolding  •  Tlf 7734 5511  •  www.vikiallo.dk  •  mail@vikiallo.dk

NOW WITH THE NEW PROFESSIONAL SEARCH 
u vikiallo.car-special-cloud.de 



Efficient Car-Lettering   –   save time and money in three steps:

All current vehicles ready to hand. 
All current vehicles listed in the 900-page  
compendium with all passenger cars,  
delivery vans, trucks, lorries, mobile homes,  
buses, coaches, trams, containers, aircrafts,  
two-wheelers and boats clearly structured.  
All vehicles with front, rear, side and roof 
views. Including fast measure function,  
design tips and useful information. 

Fantastic service included! 

Subscribers benefit from the updating  
service without any additional costs.  
Nearly daily new vehicle outlines are  
online available.

Design and present professionally 
Place your design on the true-to-scale vehicle drawings. Click on  
the surfaces of the vehicle and colour it. Print it - and that's it!  
Convince your clients through a fast and perfect presentation  
of your designs. CAR-SIGNER® can be used free of charge  

exclusively by subscribers of the CAR-SPECIAL®.  

Suitable for all  
popular software. 

2 DVD with over 45,000 individual  
representations in the formats  

AI, EPS and CDR. CDR also available  
in 1:1 representation. 

At your request available as DXF.

Passenger 
vehicles

Delivery vans Trucks / Lorries Buses / Coaches Trams Containers Aircrafts Motorcycles Boats

All Inclusive. 
CAR-SPECIAL® is the comprehensive collection  

of latest vehicles currently on the market:

Clean plotting 
The use of professional vehicle outlines guarantees fast results  

and efficient vehicle wrapping. You have less film waste.  
That makes work more enjoyable and profitable. 

In addition to CAR-SPECIAL® you can find at www.ccvision.de/en  
professional design material. And thousands of plottable vector graphics  
and hi-res photos for boundless designs.

  Delivery vans

   Trucks / Lorries

   Buses / Coaches

   Trams

   Containers

   Motorcycles, Aircrafts, Mobile homes, Boats...

   Passenger vehicles

Test it online! 
car-special-cloud.de

Professional  
vehicle search 
The CAR-SPECIAL-Cloud is a completely  
new developed vehicle search facility  
with lots of new functions, for example: 
- Keyword search by manufacturer,  

model, body design etc.  
- Filters for reducing the number of hits. 
- Photo comparison as a visual aid to help 

you to select exactly 
- Enter the vehicle dimensions in millimet-

res and select the appropriate body type 
- Scalable vehicle illustrations in five views. 
Alternatively, you can also still find the 
vehicle you want in the CAR FINDER  
of the new manual. 

NEW!


